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Significant Impacts and Visibility for Indonesia
1. The project supports the flagship SDG Indonesia One 

platform as one of the first SDG financing initiatives in 
the world.

2. SIO-GFF is the first green finance facility in              
Southeast Asia.

3. ADB’s 20-year financial intermediation loan of $150 
million to Indonesia will be re-lent to PT SMI for 
financing green and SDG-impacting subprojects.

4. ADB loan funds are estimated to provide at least $137 
million for both climate mitigation and adaptation 
into SIO-GFF's initial subproject pipeline. 

5. ADB funds will be used by PT SMI to partially finance up 
to 10 projects worth $423 million, at an average of 35% 
per subproject. This approximates a 3 times catalytic 
impact to mobilize private capital into subprojects.

6. If the ADB loan funds are used twice i.e. revolved once 
during the ADB loan tenor (at PT SMI’s discretion), $150 
million could potentially catalyze green projects with 
total project cost of approximately $1 billion–providing a 
leverage of about eight times the amount. 

7. SIO-GFF’s estimated climate change impact 
could reduce CO2 emissions by 480,700 tons per 
annum (with a potentially double impact if ADB loan 
funds are revolved) which can help Indonesia meet its 
climate targets under the Paris Agreement. 

Clear green or SDG eligibility criteria 
and measurable indicators for 
subproject selection

Clear subproject bankability targets 
(minimum debt service coverage ratio 
of 1.05 and a positive net present 
value) to be achieved with SIO-GFF 
support

Catalytic requirement for at least 30% 
of private, institutional and commercial 
(PIC) capital to be mobilized for each 
green subproject (20% for non-green 
SDG subprojects)

3 Key SIO-GFF Design Principles

• ADB approved in February 2022 a $150 million loan to support SDG Indonesia One–a platform managed by PT Sarana 
Multi Infrastruktur (PT SMI). This loan will support a Green Finance Facility (GFF) under SDG Indonesia One develop 
and mobilize public and private funds to green and bankable infrastructure projects, critical for a sustainable economic 
recovery. 

• A "green finance" approach is proposed since it is a cross-cutting theme across several SDGs as well as aligns with 
Indonesia's targets under the Paris Agreement.
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Integrated Platform

ADB’s assistance aims to support Indonesia 
in developing a financing mechanism that 

can link incentivizing debt funds to projects 
with clear green targets, financial 

bankability thresholds, and road maps for 
private capital flows. 
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Highly Catalytic 
Effect of 

ADB Funds

TA Support for 
Expanding the 
Program and 

Impacts

Initial batch of shortlisted 
subprojects worth over 
$420 million; ADB loan 
funds to be catalyzed
are expected to increase
by 7–8 times

Develop well-structured 
green and SDG subprojects 

for gender and climate 
impacts and future SDG 

windows for Indonesia

Replicable across 
ADB’s developing 
member countries

Retracking 
Indonesia's 

Green Targets 
under the Paris 

Agreement

Significant reduction 
of greenhouse gases: 
480,000 tons/year in 
CO2 emissions for initial 
batch of subprojects

Subproject pipeline 
developed: 10 already 

shortlisted and 
14 longlisted

1st ASEAN 
Facility for Green 

Recovery 
Scale Up Impact 

Using the 
Financial 

Intermediation 
Modality

Long-Term 
Replicable Impact

Pipeline Acceleration
TA funds for deepening green 
and SDG project preparation 
and pipeline – 10 subprojects 

De-risking Funds Approach
Loan funds for 

improving green and 
SDG subproject bankability

Equity Participation
Deepening commercial 

fund flows

Globally Aligned 
Green and SDG Frameworks

For subproject selection 
and impact

Leveraging Conditionalities 
To mobilize private capital 

into subprojects

Strategic Partnership 
with PT SMI

Green and blue finance, PPP 
and provincial sector

Innovative and Integrated Design for Accelerating 
Green Recovery in Indonesia

In this material, “$” refers to United States dollars. 
Contents of this publication are the sole responsibility of ADB and do not 
necessarily reflect the views of ADB’s partners.
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